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SOCIALISM: Principles and Outlook.

By G. BERNARD SHAW.

Socialism, reduced to its simplest legal and practical expres
sion, means the complete discarding of the institution of private
property by transforming it into public property and the division
of the resultant public income equally and indiscriminately among
the entire population. Thus it reverses the policy of Capitalism,
which means establishing private or 'real' property to the
utmost physically pos 'ible extent, and then leaving distribution
of income to take care of itself. The change involves a complete
moral 'volle-face. In Socialism, private property is anathema
and equal distribution of inrome the first consideration. In
Capitalism, private property is cardinal and distribution left
to ensue from the play of free contract and selfish interest on
that ba 'is, no matter what anomalie it may pre enL

1.
Socialism never arises in the earlier phases o[ Capitalislll,

as, [01' instance, among- the pioneers of civilisation in a count ry
where there is plenty of land available for private appropriation
b,' the last comer. The distribution which results under such
circum ·tances presents no wider departures from a rough
equality than tho e made morally plausible by their association
with exceptional energy and ability at the one extreme, ancl ""jth
obvious defects of mincl and character or accidental hard luck at
the other, This phase, however, does not last long under
modern conditions. All the more favourable sites are soon
privat Iy appropriated, and the later comers (provided by im
migration or the natural growth of the population), finding no
eligible land to appropriate, are obliged to live by hiring it at a
rent from its owners, transforming the latter into a relltiey class
enj ying unearned incomes, which increase continually with the
g-rowth of the population until the landed class becomes a money
lending' or capitalist class also, capital being the name givcn to
spare money. The resoul'ce of hiring land and spare money
is open to those only who are sufficiently educated to keep
accounts ancl manage businesses, most of whom spring fr0111
til(' propri tar)" class as younger ~ons. The rest have to live
by being hired as labourers and artisans at weekly or daily
wages; so that a rough clivision of society into an upper or
propri('l:lr~ l'1ass, a middk or elllploying nnd mnnnginl; clnss,
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and a wage proletariat is produced. In ,this division the pro
prietary class is purely parasitic, consuming without producing.
As the inexorable operation of the economic law of rent makes
this class richer and richer as the population increases, its
demand for domestic servants and for luxuries of all kinds
creates parasitic enterprise and employment for the middle class
and the proletariat, not only withdrawing masses of them from
productive industry, but also fortifying itself politically by a
great body of workers and employers who vote with the owners
because they are as dependent on the owners' unearned incomes
a the owners themselves.

Meanwhile, the competition of employers for custom, which
leads to the production of a dozen articles to satisfy the demand
for one, leads to disastrous crises of feverish over-production
alternated with periods of bad trade (' booms' and' slumps '),
making continuous employment of the proletariat impossible.
'Vhen wages fall to a point at which saving is also impossible,
the unemployed have no means of subsistence except public relief
during the slumps.

It i in thiS phase of capitalistic development, attained in
Great Britain in thc 19th century, that Socialism arises as a
revolt against a distribution of wealth that has lost all its moral
plausibility. Colossal wealth is associated with unproductive
ness and sometime with conspicuous worthlessne s of character;
and lifetimes of excessive toil beginning in early childhood leave
t he toiler so miserably poor that the only refuge left for old age
is a gencral workhouse, purposely made repulsive to deter pro
letarians from resorting to it as long as they have strength
enough I ft for the most poorly paid job in the labour market.
The inequalities become monstrous: hard-working men get 4s.
or 5s. a day (post-war rates) in full view of persons who get
se\'eral thousands a day without any obligation to work at all,
and even consider industrial work degrading. Such variations
in income defy all attempts to relate them to variations in per
sonal merit. Governments are forced to intervene and readjust
distribution to some extent by confiscating larger and larger
percentagcs of income derived from property (income tax,
super-tax, and estate duties) and applying the proceeds to unem
ployment insurancc and extensions of communal services, besides
protecting the proletariat against the worst extremities of op
pres ion by an elaborate factory code which takes the control of
workshops and factories largely out of the hands of their
proprietors, and makes it impossible for them to exact grossly
excessive hours of labour from their employees, or to neglect
their health, physical safety, and moral welfare with complete
selfishness.
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This confiscation of private property incomes for public pur
pose' without any pretence of compensation, which is now
proceeding on a scale inconceivable by Victorian ministers, has
destroyed the integrity of private property and inheritance; and
the success with which the confiscated capital has been applied
to communal industries by the municipalities and the central
Government, contrasted with the many failures and comparative
costliness of capitalist industrial adventure, has shaken the super
stition that private commercial management is always more
effective and less corrupt than public management. In par
ticular, the British attempt to depend on private industry for
munitions during the World War of 1914-18 nearly led to
defeat; and the substitution of national factories was so
scnsationally successful, and the post-war resumption of pri
vate cnterprise, after a brief burst of illusory prosperity, was
followed by so distressing a slump that the reversal of' the
relative efficiency prestige of Socialism and Capitalism was
vigorously accelerated, leaving Capitalism unpopular and on the
defensive, whilst confiscation of private capital for communal
enterprise and nationalisation of the big industries grew
steadily in popularity in and out of Parliament.

This change in public opinion had already deeply pene
trated the middle class because of the change for the worse in
the position of the ordinary employer. He, in the 19th century,
was admittedly master of the industrial and, after the reform
of 1832, of the political situation. He dealt directly and even
domineeringly with the proprietary class, from which he hired
his land and capital either directly or through agents who were
his servants and not his masters. But the sums required to set
on foot and develop modern industrial schemes grew until they
were out of reach of the ordinary employers. The collection of
money to be used as capital became a special business, con
ducted by professional promoters and financiers. These experts,
though they had no direct contact with industry, became so
indispensable to it that they are now virtually the masters of
the ordinary routine employers. Meanwhile, the growth of joint
stock enterprise was substituting the employee-manager for the
employer, and thus converting the old independent middle class
into a proletariat and pressing it politically to the left.

With every increase in the magnitcrde of the capital sums
required for starting or extending large industrial concerns comes
the need for an increase in the ability demanded by their manage
ment; and this the financiers cannot supply: indeed, they bleed
industry of middle-class ability by attracting it into their own
profession. Matters I"each a point at which industrial manage
ment by the old-fashioned tradesman must be replaced by a
professionally trained and educated bureaucracy; and as
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Capitalism does not provide such a bureaucracy th industries
tend to get into difficulties as they grow ~y combination (amalga
mation), and thus outgrow the capacity of the managers who
were able to handle them as separate units.

This difficulty is increased by the hereditary element in
business. An employer may bequeath the control of an industry
inVOlving' the subsisten 'e of thousands of workers, and requiring
from its chief either great natural ability and energy or consider
able scientific and political culture, to his eldest son without
being challenged to prove his son's qualifications, though if he
proposes to make hi.' second son a doctor or a naval officer he
is peremptorily informed by the Government that only by under
going an elaborate and prolonged training, and obtaining
official certificates of qualification, can his son be permitted to
assume such responsibilities. Under these circumstances, much
of the management and control of industry gets divided between
routine employers who do not really understand their own busi
nesses, and financiers, who, having never entered a factory nor
descended a mine shaft, do not understand any business except
the bu ine s of collecting money to be used as capital and forc
ing it into indu trial adventures at all hazards, the result being
too often reckless and senseless over-capitalisation, leading to
bankruptcies (disguised as reconstructions) which reveal the most
astonishing technical ignorance and economic blindness on the
part of men in high repute as directors of huge industrial com
binations, who draw large fees as the remuneration of a mysti
cal ability which exists only in the imagination of the share
holders.

II.
All this steadily saps the business pre tige of Capitalism.

The loss of popular faith in it has gone much farther than the
gain of any widespread or intelligent faith in Socialism, Con
sequently, the end of the first third of the 20th century finds
the political situation in Europe confused and threatening: aU
the political parties diagnosing dangerous social disease, and
most of them proposing disastrous remedies. National govern
ments, no matter what ancient party slogans they raise, find
themseh'es controlled by financiers who follow the slot of
gigantic international usuries without any public aims and with
out any technical qULllifications except their famili;'lrity with a
rule-of-thumb city routine quite inapplicable to public affairs,
because it deals ex lusively with stock exchange and banking
categories of capital and credit. These, though valid in the
money market when conducting exchanges of future incomes for
spare ready money by the small minority of per ons who have
these luxuries to deal in, would vanish under presslll-e of any
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ge'll'ral political mea"ure like-to take a perilously popular and
plausibk example-a levy on capital. Such a levy would pro
duCt, a monel' mark<:'t in which there we~e all sellers and no
buyers, sendi~g the Bank Rate up to infinity, breaking the banks,
and bringing industry to a standstill by the transfer of all the
cash anlliable for wages to the national treasury. nfortunately,
the parliamenta,'y proletarian parties understand this as little as
their capitalist opponents. They clamour fOl' taxation of capital;
and the capitalists, instead of frankly admitting that capital as
they reckon it is a phantom, and that the assumption that a per
son with an income of if) a year represents to the State an
immediately <I\'ailable asset of £10() ready money, though it may
work well enough as between a handful of investors and spend
thrifts in a stockbroker's ollice, is pure fiction when applied to
a whole nation, ignon\lltly defend their imaginary resources as
if thel' really existed, and thus confirm the proletariat in its,
delusion instead of educating it.

TIll' financiers ha\"(~ their own iKHis fatuus. which is that
thC'y can double the capital of the country and thus give an
immense stimulu' to industrial development and production, by
inflating the currency until prices rise to a point at which goods
formallv marked £50, are marked £100, a measure which does
nothing but enable every debtor to cheat hi creditor, and every
insurance company and pension fund to reduce by half the
proyision for which it has been paid. The history of inflation ill'
Europe sin 'e the World War of 1914-18. and the resultant im
poverishment of pensioners and officials with small fixed incomes,
forces the middle lasses to realise the appalling consequences
of ab<wdoning finance and indu try to the direction of unskilled,
politically ignorant, unpatriotic • practical business men.'

~1eanwhile, the mobility of capital leads to struggles fOl'
the possession of exploitable foreign territories (' places in the
sun '), producing- wnr on a scale which threatens not on ly
cil"ilisation but human existence; for the old field combats
between bodies of soldiers, from which women were shielded,
are no\\' replaced by attacks from the air on the civil population,
in which women and men are laughtered indiscriminately, mak
in~ replacement of the killed impossible. The emotional reaction
after such "v~rs takes the form of acute disillusion, which further
accelerates the moral revolt against Capitalism without, un
fortunately, producing any workable conception of an alternative.
TIl(' proletarians are cvnically sulky, no longer believing in the
disinterestedness of those who appeal to them to make acl
ditional efforts and sacrifices to repair the waste of war. The
mOI'al mainspring of the pri"ate property system is broken; and
it is the confiscations of unearned income, the extensi ns of
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municipal and national communism, above all the new subsidies
in aid of wages extorted from governments by threats of
nationally disastrous lock-outs and strikes, which induce the
proletariat to continue operating the capitalist system now that
the old compulsion to work by imposing starvation as the
alternative, fundamental in Capitalism, has had to be discarded
in its primitive ruthlessness. The worker who refuses to work
can now quarter himself on public relief (which means finally on
confiscated property income) to an extent formerly impossible.

Democracy, or votes for everybody, does not produce con-

I
structive solutions of social problems; nor does compulsory

I schooling help much. Unbounded hopes were placed on each
successive extension of the electoral franchi e, culminating in the
enfranchisement of women. These hopes have been disappointed,
because the voters, male and female, being politically untrained
and uneducated, have (a) no grasp of constructive measures;
(b) loathe taxation as such; (c) dislike being governed at all;
and (d) dread and resent any extension of official interference
as an encroachment on their personal liberty. Compulsory
schooling, far from enlightening them, inculcates the sacredness
of private property, and stigmatises a distributive state as
criminal and di astrous, thereby continually renewing the old
prejudices against Socialism, and making impossible a n~t ional
education dogmatically inculcating as first principles the iniquity
of private property, the paramount social importance of equality
of income, and the criminality of idleness.

Consequently, in spite of disillusion with Capitalism, and
the g-rowing menace of failing trade and falling currencies, our
democratic parliamentary oppositions, faced with the f~ct that
the only real remedy involves increased taxation, compulsory
reorganisation or frank nationalisation of the bankrupt indus
tries, and compulsory national service in civil as in militMy life
for all classes, dare not confront their constituents with suc-h
proposals, knowing- that on increased taxation alone they would
lose their seats. To escape responsibility, they look to the sup
pression of parliamentary institutions by coups d'etat ~nd

dictatorship, as in Italy, Spain and Ru.ssia. This desp~ir of
parliamentary institutions is a striking novelty in the present
<:entury; but it has failed to awaken the democratic elector~tes

to the fact that, having after a long strug-g-Ie gained the pnwer
to govern, they have neither the knowledge nor the will to
exercise it, and are, in fact, using their votes to keep g'ovcrn
ment parochial when civilisation is bursting the dikes of
nationality in all directions.

A more effective resistance to property arises from the
organisation of the proletariat in trade unions to resist the effect
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of the increase of population in cheapening labour and increasing
its duration and severity. But Trade Unionism is itself a phase
of Capitalism, inasmuch as it applies to labour as a commodity
that principle of selling in the dearest market, and giving as
little as possible for the price, which was formerly applied only
to land, capital, and merchandise. Its method is that of a civil
war between labour and capital in which the decisive battles are
lock-outs and strikes, with intervals of minor adjustment by
industrial diplomacy. Trade Unionism now maintains a Labour
Party in the British Parliament. The most popular members
and leaders are Socialist in theory; so that there is always a
paper program of nationalisation of industries and of banking,
taxation of unearned incomes to extinction, and other incidentals
of a transition to Socialism; but the trade union driving force
aims at nothing more than Capitalism with labour taking the
lion's share, and energetically repudiates compulsory national
ervice, which would deprive it of its power to strike. In this

it is heartily seconded by the proprietary parties, which, though
willing enough to make strikes illegal and proletarian labour
compul ory, will not pay the price of surrendering their own
power to idle. Compulsory national service is essential in
Socialism, which i thus deadlocked equally by organised labour
and by Capitalism.

It is a historic fact, recurrent enough to be called an eco
nomic law, that Capitalism, which builds up great civilisations,
also wrecks them if persi ted in beyond a certain point. It is
easy to demonstrate on paper that civilisation can be saved and
immensely developed by, at the right moment, discarding
Capitalism and changing the private property profiteering state
into the common property distributive state. But though the
moment for the change has come again and again it has never
been effected because Capitalism has never produced the neces
sary enlightenment among the masses nor admitted to a con
trolling share in public affairs the order of intellect and
character outside which Socialism, or indeed politics, as di 
tinguished from mere party electioneering, is incomprehensible.
Not until the two main tenets of Socialism-abolition of private
property (which must not be confused with personal property),
and equality of income-have taken hold of the people as religious
dogmas, as to which no controversy is regarded as sane, will
a stable Socialist state be possible. It should be observed, how
ever, that of the two tenets, the need for equality of income is
not the more difficult to demonstrate, because no other method of
distribution is or ever has been possible. Omitting the few
conspicuous instances in which actual earners of money make
extraordinary fortunes by exceptional personal gifts or strokes of
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luck, the eXisting differences of income among workers are not
il1lliyiuuul but corporate diJlerences. \i\Tithin the corporation
no discrimination between individuals is possible; all common
labourer , like all upper division civil servants, are equally paid.
The arO"ument for equalising the class incomes is that unequal
di!'tt"ibution of purchasing power upsets the proper order of
cc,JI1omic production, cau!'ing luxuries to be produced on an
cxtr2\agant scalc' whilst the primitive yital needs of the people
<lIT left unsatisfied; thaI its eD'eet on marriage, by limiting and
corrupting sexual selection, is highly dysgenic; that it reduces
religion, legislation, education, and the administration of justice
to absurdity as between ri h and poor; and that it creates an
idolatry of riches and idlene s which im erts all sane social
morality.

l'n"fortunat ly, thes are ess ntially public con. iderations.
The private individual, with the odds overwhelmingly against
him as a ocial climber, dreams even in the deepest poverty of
some beque. t or freak or fortune by which he may become a
capitalist, and dreads that the little he has may be snatched from
him by that terrible and unintelligible thing, State policy. Thus
th' pri\ at person's vote is the vote of Ananias and Sapphira;
and democracy becomes a more effective bar to Socialism than
the pliant and bewildered conservatism of the plutocracy. Under
such onditions the future is unpredictable. Empires end in
ruins: commonwealths have hitherto been beyond the civic
capacity of mankind. But there is always the possibility that
mankind wiJl this time weather the cape on which all the old
{'ivilisations have been wrecked. It is this possibility that gives
intense intere t to the pre ent historic moment and keep the
.ociali!'t mO\'cment aliYe and militant.
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FABIANISM,

By G. BER:'\AHD SHAW.

The Fabian So -iet)' is the name cho en by a body of
Engli h Sociali,ts, who, in the y ar 1884, came together at a
series of priyate meetings in London, for the discussion of social
problem in general, and in particular of the views of a S ottish
American think r, Thomas Davidson, who was then visiting
England, and endeavouring to rouse interest in the philosophy
of Rosmini. The group formed around, Davidson divided, after
his return to America, into two sections, one of which suryived
for some years as the Fellowship of the New Life, and wa 10 t
sight of. The other, more matter-or-fact, militant, and political,
established itself as the Fabian Society. All trace of Davidson's
influenc soon vani h d'; but the character of the Society was
determined by its origin in a group of educated persons of the
professi'onal and higher official classes, including civil servants
of the upper division, stockbrokers, journalists, and propertied
bourgeoisie generally, all under the age of thirty, with their
careers still before them.

At that date Socialism, after a period of disrepute and almost
of oblivion following the sanguinary suppres ion of the Paris
Commune of 1871, had revived with extraordinarv force :1nd
rapidity. The keenest of the converts to land n~tionalisation
made in 1882 by the lecturing campaign of Henry George, and
by his book Prog1"ess and Poverty, were carried on by the
impetus of their conversion to the tudy of Karl Marx and
Proudhon, and the formation ofi Societies of Land Nationalisers,
Social Democrats, and Anarchists, all aiming at the redemption
of the wage-workers from poverty, and looking to that cla s for
their recruit., who were enlisted by public harangues at sub
scriptions of a penny a week, the program being to continue
the process until an overwhelming majority of the workers had
joined, when the Society would reconstruct European society on
Georgist, Marxist or Proudhonic lines.

Such Societies, hopeless and useless except for agitating' and
demonstrating against the unemployment and misery of the
period of bad trade then prevailing, had no attraction for critical
students of the great evangelists of the movement, especially for
the politically experienced ones, much less for uppel' division
civil ervant with a' practical knowledge of government and
administration. The Fabian Society gave these students just
what they wanted: a nucleus for a Society of! their own class,
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and a name which proclaimed a literate atmosphere and a sane
and patient temperament. Also, as the name suggested nothing
else, the Society offered them an unformed constitution out of
which they could make what they pleased. For several years
the Society had less than forty members, who met in one
another's drawing rooms and administered an income from sub
scriptions of less than £40 a year. There was no fixed subscrip
tion: members gave what they could afford. There was no
recruiting; and excitable or eccentric applicants for member
ship were discouraged and, if necessary, excluded. Members
had to sign a declaration that they were Socialists, and that they
accepted the Basis, a document stating the aim of the Society as
• the re-organisation of society by the emancipation of land and
industrial capital from individual ownership, and the vesting
of them in the community for the general benefit.' To this was
added' the transfer to the community, by constitutional methods,
of all such industries as can be conducted socially,' and • the
establishment, as the governing consideration in the regulation
of production, distribution, and service, of the common good
instead of private profit.'

The Society soon asserted its critical independence of
Socialist dogma, and affirmed its constitutional and practical
character. A nominally separate body, called the Hampstead
Historic Society from its place of meeting, but really a Com
mittee of the leaders of the Fabian Society, conducted a critical
examination of Marx. and rejected his theory of value. This
was followed by a less thorough examination of Proudhon"S
famous thesis that property is theft, mainly because this work
had been for some reason adopted as a sort of gospel of
Anarchism in oppo ition to Marx's Das Kapital, 'the Bible of
German Social Democracy.' These critical exercises were then
discarded; and a course of original and independent study
entered upon, with the result that in 1889 the Society published
Fabian Essays, which. first issued as a six shilling volume, was
so successful that a cheaper edition was hastily prepared. and
gained a large circulation which has continued steadily up to the
present moment. In these distinctively English essays there is
no trace of Marx or Proudhon or the earlier revolutionary
veterans of 1848. The economics, consisting of Ricardo's law of
rent, and Jevons's law of value, are quite orthodox. It is shown
that the entry of the State into productive industry, far from
being an untried, dangerous, and economically unsound innova
tion, is a fact already accomplished and in successful operation
to an extent hitherto unnoticed. The notion of a sudden change
from Capitalism to Socialism by the physical force of an insur
rection is ridiculed and dismissed as • catastrophic Socialism'.;
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and the transltlOn from Capitalism to Socialism is dealt with
as part of the course o~ ordinary constitutional evolution.
Heterodoxy in religion IS omitted as entirely irrelevant.
Socialism, in short, is presented as the creed of a constitutional
political party pursuing its aims precisely as any other consti
tutional political party does, and involving no sacrifice whatever
of current respectability and morality on the part of its adherents.
This, at a time when Socialists were still very generally regarded
as outlaws, and when the majority of Socialists were themselves
so saturated with revolutionary romance that they protested
vehemently against every attempt to open their ranks to the
conventionally behaved bourgeoisie and the clergy, was a step
in advance which soon became imperceptible through its general
acceptance.

In the meantime the Fabians had been the first to grasp the
opportunity offered to practical Socialism by the possibilities of
municipal enterprise; and when the Local Government Act of
1888 was passed, and the London County Council established,
they circulated leaflets suggesting questions to County Council
lors in which, without any mention of Socialism, candidates were
invited to pledge themselves to reforms involving various forms
of direct municipal enterprise without the intervention of private
commercial contractors, and to clear themselves of all suspicion
of being opposed to ' moral minimum' wages or the abolition of
sweating. The candidates for the new bodies, having no plat
form and no traditional policy to fall back on, natched at the
program thus adroitly suggested; and the policy of the supply
of public needs by municipal trading, and the safeguarding of
the interests of the workman by fair wages clauses, suddenly
took shape in London as Progressivism. It was vigorously de
nounced and ridiculed as 'gas and water Socialism' by the
other Socialist bodies; but it was extraordinarily successful at
the polls, and retained its hold on London until the turn of the
century, when the reaction towards official Liberalism which fol
lowed the South African War, and the rally of the Free Churches
against the subsidisation of the Church of England elementary
schools by the Education Act of 1902, enabled the old parlia
mentary Liberals to oust the Fabian Progressives and replace
them by Liberal partisans, with the unexpected result that the
Progressive Party in the Council, in ceasing to be Fabian, also
ceased to be popular.

The success with which the Fabians imposed a program on
the London County Council encouraged them to try their hands
on the House of Commons. The method they adopted was that
of Permeation, a word which they made current in Socialist and
Labour politics as indicating Fabian tactics. Unlike the other



Societies, which held aloof from and excluded [rom their ranks
members of all ordinary political bodies, the Fabians not only
placerl no restriction on their members a's to their activity in
other quarters, but actually urged them to join every other
body to which they could obtain admission, in order to permeate
these bodies with Socialist ideas, and persuade them to advo
cate Socialist measures, They had observed that, no matter
which politi al party was in power at the moment, the Opposi
tion was sure to be critical, impatient and clamorous for reform.
On this ground the Liberals, then in opposition, were first
elected for permeation. Their local associations suddenly

received several acti ve and intelligent recruits; and the National
Liberal Federation presently found itself committed to a series
of resolutions of an unprecedented character, which were adopted
at the annual conference of that body at Newcastle in 1891, and
were thenceforth known as the Newcastle Program.

The general eJection of 1892, which the Liberal leaders
wished to fight on the issue of Home Rule for Ireland, justified
th bold assertion of the Fabians that the English working-class,
worse off in many respects than the Irish, ' did not care a dump'
for Home Rule, and that the election must be fought on social
reform. The Liberal candidates, after their first taste of the
temper of the electorate, hastily distributed Fabian pamphlets,
made Fabian speeches, and won by a hair's-breadth. But their
leaders, to whom the Fabian Society was hardly known, and the
new departure repugnant and indeed unintelligible, dropped the
Newcastle Program when they took office, The result was that
two year later the Fabian Society, in a manifesto entitled ' To
Your Tents, a Israel,' whi h appeared in the Fortnightly Review,
delivered a slashing attack on the Liberal Government, making
effective use of its technical political knowledge to discount the
Government's plea that the laughtering of its measures by the
House of Lords and the slenderness of its majority in the House
of Commons made any progressive legislation impossible. The
Fabians produced a long list of administrative reforms promised
in the N ewca tIe Program, which needed only the stroke of a
minister's pen. No effective reply was forthcoming. The
Liberal leaders sulked disdainfully; and Lord Rosebery only
remarked that he had said all along that the Newcastle Program
was a mistake, like all programs. The Government quite under
estimated the force of the blow, and in 1895 went into opposition
for ten years.

This stroke made an end of the direct political influence of
the Fabians. Thenceforth they were intensely disliked and dis
trusted by the official section of the Liberal Party, all the more
as the Fabians made no secret of the fact that they had foreseen
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\\'hat would happcn, and that the attack on the Libcl-al Party
w,:' part of their original plan, which was now developed by the
,epublic.qtion of the manifesto by way of preamble to a pamphlet
(~nlitled ,J Hall of Cnmpaigl1 fur Labour, which laid down th
Jines for the formation of an independent Labour Party in
Parliament.

But the long habit of regarding the Liberal Party as the
jXlrly of progress and the necessary instrument of every political
advance made the Fabian attack on it almo t as bewildering and
scandalous to the \\"orking-classes as to the otTicial Liberal,
The older Socialist Societies, still unreconciJed to the new
Fabian tactics, encouraged the inference that those who attacked
the Lil crals, ex cpt from the extreme revolutionary point of
view, must do so in the interests of the Tories, probably under
the inl1uence of bribes. The plan of campaign for Labour was
not taken up; and the Fabian Society could only mark time until
their temporary disreput was aggravated by the outbreak of
the war in South Africa. It was assumed on aJl hands that the
Liberal Opposition, the working-classes, and the Socialists must
oppose 1he wa,- as a war of apitali m, and support the Boers
as its victims. The Fabian Society, in a pamphlet entitled
Fabianism alld tile Empire, unexpectedly took the opposite view,
and, fOI- reasons that were as little to the ta te of the Govern
ment as of the' pro-Boers,' gave up the tbeocracy of President
Kruger as obsolete and impo sible, and declared for a consoli
dated British South Africa on the lines on which the final settle
ment was actually achieved. The So iety, already uspected of
Toryism, now stood convicted of Jingoism; and tbe limit of
su.picion and discredit with the Liberal-Labour section was
reachen when the war was foJlowed by a Conservative Education
Bill, wbich threw the support of the Chur h schools on the rate.
This roused all the old Noncomformist hatred of the Church
which had been sown by the intolerance and class bias of genera
tions of countl-y parsons and squires, and whi h found expression
in the Passive Resistance movement. But the Fabians again
took the unexpected line of demanding public money for the
Church schools on the ground that half the children in the
country had no other schools to go to,. and that only by financing
the schools could the State impose on them the inspection and
regulation needed to put an end to their abuses.

The breach of the assumed but wholly imaginary alliance
between Liberalism and Fabiani m was now apparent to all
parties; but in the meantime the proposal for an independent
Labour Party in Parliament had been vigorously pushed by a
new body, the Independent Labour Party, led by Reir Hardie
and Mr. Ramsay Macdonald. As its propaganda spread, detach-
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ment from the Liberal Party became a qualification for the confi
dence of the workers instead of a bar to it j and the co-operation
of the Fabians was welcomed when the 'Labour Representation
Committee was founded in 1900, The Fabian Society was
granted representation on the Committee; and when, after the
sensational Liberal and Labour victory at the general election of
1906, the Labour Party became an accomplished parliamentary
fact, the Fabian Society was affiliated to it, and allowed to retain
its representation on the Committee,

By that time the relative situation of the Society had altered
considerably, During the twenty-two years of its existence
Socialism had become Fabianised throughout Europe. Edward
Bernstein, exiled by Bismarck in the 'eighties for his Socialism,
had taken refuge in London j and, at the strenuous early debates
of the Fabians, had heard the old doctrinaire Marxism torn to
pieces, and a constitutional parliamentary and municipal Socialist
program elaborated. Returning to Germany, he had divided the
Social-Democratic Party by heading a Fabian revolt against the
old leaders, which became known as Revisionism. Vandervelde
in Belgium, Jaures in France, and Turati in Italy had become
leaders of parliamentary Socialist parties which had everything in
common with the once distinctive features of Fabianism, and
nothing in common with the veterans of 1848-71 whom the
Fabians had superseded. In Australasia Labour parties had
actually achieved parliamentary majorities, forming governments,
and carrying into law many projects suggested and inspired by
Fabian Essays and the long series of Fabian tracts which had
supplemented them. Constitutionally, the Fabians were no
longer pioneers: the ground they had broken was now occupied
by the whole European centre of the Socialist movement.

Also, the Fabian leaders were no longer young men. Their
personal ability had brought them work which inevitably com
peted heavily with the Society for their time and energy, and
along with it a personal celebrity which made Permeation no
longer possible for them as an unnoticed process. Sir Sydney
Olivier (Lord Olivier), secretary to the Society for some years
in its early days, distinguished himself in the colonial service;
and finally, as Governor of Jamaica, could no longer take a
direct personal part in the councils of the Society. Mr. Bernard
Shaw, achieving success as a playwright, first in America and
Germany and later on in England, substituted the theatre for the
platform of the Fabian Society, and the prefaces to his published
plays for Fabian pamphlets, as his chief means of propaganda.
Mr. Sidney Webb, on his marriage with Miss Beatrice Potter,
whose genius for economic and industrial investigation had
already declared itself, devoted himself to the monumental series
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of investigations into the history and structure of industrial
democracy which are as ociated with his name and that of his
wife, and to the foundation and development of th London
School of Economics. Mrs. Annie Besant, who e extraordinary
gift of oratory for some years placed any public meeting in
London at the mercy of the Fabian Society, passed through
Socialism to Theosophy, and from London to India. Mr.
Graham \Vallas, another of the Fabian es ayists, became
absorbed in the administration of public eclucation, in profes
sorial lecturing, and in sociological authorship. Th latc Hubert
Bland found a new platform as a popular journalist. \Villiam
Clarkc, another very able essayisI and journalist, di d at a
comparatively early age. The late Frank Podmore, whose studies
of Owenite Socialism and its Amcrican derivatives are well
known, was detached from the Society by his interest in psychical
research. Mr. Edward R. Pease, who was a stockbroker when
the Society was formed, became a working cabinet-maker for
some years b.efore rejoining the executive of the Society ;:IS its
Secretary, thereby acquiring direct personal experience of
a rtisan life, an adventure paralle! to that of Mrs. Sidney \iVebb,
who worked in disguise in the ·weaters' dens of East London
to investigate the conditions of the tailoring trade there.
Mr. Pease subsequently wrote a history of the Society.

The names of these makers of the Fabian ociety are
important, because their sub equent careers explain how it
produced an efTect on the Socialist movement, and on political
thoug-ht generally, out of all proportion to its numbers and
apparcnt resources.

Largely by choo ing its name happily, it attracted a handful
of persons of more than average ability, with exceptional gifts
of literary and oratorial expres ion. Thi concentration of talent
was effected at a time when its possessor, bing young and
unknown, could enter unnoticed into the bodies in which they
carried on their missionary work, and send their communications
to the Press in the disguise of ordinary profe ional journalists.
The work done by them during the first ten years of the Fabian
Society's existence was prodigious in quantity, and has been
far-reaching in its effect; but the Press of that period, pre
occupied with the Home Rule Controversy and the party routine
of the House of Commons, contains no '"ecord of it. One of
their number has said: 'In the strength of my youth I delivered
hrll'nng-ues, tasting from an hour to four hours, with long dis
cu<;<;ions afterwards, during a period of twelve years, at the
aVrr:H;e rate of three "every fortnight, to large audiences; and
nnnoc1v took the smallest notice of them. Now I cannot make
thf' 1110<;t trivial remark without finding it misquoted in half-a
d07en papers.'
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In H100 the Society made a brilliant recruit Tn ~[r. H. G.
'Vells, who called att~ntion to the impossibility of developing'
Municipal Socialism within the limits Imposed by our obsolete
municipal boundaries. Later on Mr. 'Veils tried to usc the
Fabian Society as an instrument for the social reconstruction
he had sketch~d in his IlnticipCLtiol1s. His project was received
wifh enthusiasm by the whole Society; but the internal reforms
he pr posed included the superannuation of the older leaders,
whose practice in de.bate, and dexterity in the handling of me t
ings and committees, made the task of adapting his proposals
to their practical criticisms too tedious and irksome for his
patiencc. The members recoiled from so \'iolent a break with
the traditions of the Society; and Mr. 'Yells withdrew qui('tl~'

after their refusal.
In Hl07 . the equal citizenship of men and women,' always

advocated by the Society, was added explicitly to its written
Basis.

In 1909 the efTective permeation of the Royal. Commission
on the Poor Law by Mrs. Sidney Webb resulted in the issue
by that body of a notable Minority Report, which gained so
much support outside the ranks of professed Socialists that
MfS. \-Vebb was obliged to form a nominally new Society to push
its proposals. It contains the Fabian solution of the unemployed
qu stion, and the Fabian proposals for the abolition of the Poor
La\\" , and the redistribution and reorganisation of its functions.

By this time Parliament wa. attempting to solve in its
own way the social problems which the earlier Fabian propa
ganda had forced into English public consciousness and into
colonial legislation. The Society consequently found itself
occupied in severe criticism of the Government's methods,
notably in the case of the Insufance Act of 1912, in framing
which the Chancellor of the Exchequer i nored the investiga
tions and propo als of the Fabians and their school, and went
to Germany for his model, reproducing all the inconveniences
and mistakes of the German exp riment, and provoking a
vehement agitation which threatened to wreck his party at the
general election. The old Fabian plan of prompting the politi
cians was useless now that Ministers wefe taking up Socialism
in a crude form, and l:;oing to work upon it with a determination
to owe nothing to the Fabians, who h;ld become impatient of"
the want of skill and knowledge shown by the party politicians.
and somewhat di,tatorial in their solut ions of the problc'l11<;
aff-::cting- the standard of life of the w('rkinl~ cl;:J<;<;es. Th' old
wire-pulling had therefore to be dropped and replaced bv public
prompting-; and this involved control of n weekly "cYiew of
high political ane! literary quality, capable of doing for colle -
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tivism what The SpectaLor and The XuLioll were doing for
L'nionism and the higher Liberalism, The Fabian leaders
accordingly founded The .ve7.1.' State mill! in 1913, The supple
ments on social questions, which were the distin tiv feature of
this weekly re\'iew, were really a de\'eJopment of the Fabian
tracts, There was no formal otlicial connection b tw n The
,Ye7.1.1 ,'tatesman and the Fabian ociety; but as the taff and
directorate were predominantly Fabian, The Xe7.1.' Statesman wa"
really a creation of the Society, and was its public mouthpiece
until, in the course of time, it inevitably developed a journalistic
indi\'iduality of its own. The Society's official organ, Fabial}
.Ve1.lJs, is a monthly sheet which has existed ince 1891, and has
no circulation outside th Soci ty,

The war of 1914,-18 allected the ociety favourably by 'om
p lIing the Governmcnt to super cde private commercial cnter
prise in several directions by direct State control, and to . ave
the banks by guaranteeing the foreign exchanges; steps which
ould not ha\'e b en proposed and accepted, virtually without

protest, but fOl' the extent to which the Fabian Society had
educated th public and the official classes to resort confidently
to State action in spite of the traditions of the Manchester
school. The unprecedented taxation and super-taxation of
property for the support of thc war was also in line with th
Society's propaganda. The war, however, revealed th political
futility of international Socialism, and the helpless nullity and
ignorance of British Socialism ancl Labour in the spherc of
foreig-n policy. The Fabian ociety, therefore, turned it atten
tion for the fir t time to the subject of what it called super
national law and political organisation, and produced, through
the International Agreements Committee of its Research Depart
ment, plan for a . upernational legislature and tribunal which
were publi hed as supplements to The I\'ew Statesman. In the
meantime it identified itself, by a serie of six public meetings
held in London. Mr. Bernard haw being pokesman, with his
propaganda of equality of incomc as the economi goal of
Soci;:,lism, but without committing itsclf to this article of faith.

A general survey of the Society' activities after the detach
m nt of Labour from Capitali. t Liberali m in Parliament, and
its e. tablishment there as an independent party, with an inde
pendent national political organisation, show the Fabians as
gradually disentangling themselves from the wil'e-pulling and
lactical intrig-ue fore d upon them in th last decade of the HHh
('enfury by the necessity of working throug-h hostile parties in
Parliament, and outwitting them, an I by the fact that at that
timr they alone, among the organised So ialists, knew enoug-h
of the arts of gO\'crnment under our system to be qualified for
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the work. This disentanglement was motived by the desire to
get back to the true function of the Society in the investigation
of social conditions, and the tudy and practical solution of the
probfems raised by them. The Society's centre of gravity became
its Research Department, in which some of the older leaders,
who had withdrawn more or less from the general management
of the Society, for a moment resumed their activity side by side
with the younger generation. For a few years this body worked
with feverish energy as the intelligence department of the Labour
Party during the great railway anel coal-mining strikes which
followed the war; but the sympathy of some of its most ener
getic young members with the Russian Bolsheviks produced a
split which ended in their defection, and in the formation of a
new Research Department by the Labour Party, which virtually
absorbed and superseded the Fabian Department. The general
election of 1922, at which Mr. Sidney Webb entered Parliament
as a member of a greatly reinforced Labour Opposition, marked
the final transfer of the political activities of the Fabian Society
to the front benches of Labour in Parliament.

The Society, neverthele. s, maintains its existence as a
relatively small and select body of constitution;'!l Socialists, in
forming and prompting other bodies and public opinion, and
acting through them whenever possihle. l\lany of its numerous
tracts have become ob olete throug-h the p;'!ssing of their pro
posals into Jaw; but some of the earliest ;'!re still in active
circulation. Local Fabian societies have been formed in the
provinces. Of these the oldest and most important is the Liver
pool Fabian Society. F;'!bian Societies with a continually
changing membership, existed for many yeM" at the L1niversi
ties; but most of the e became Univer"itv Lahour Cluhs after
the war. The number of persons di"ting-;Iished in the literary
and political world who have ;'It one tim(' or anoll1('r b('('n
members of the Fabian Socif'tv is con"id('r:illle; and though
some of them may now reg-ani the ('''pni('nl'(' as a sowing- of
their political wild oats, the slHlr(' takf'n Il\' Ihe Fahi:1I1" in the
education of the g-eneration whif'h follnWf'd th'll to whi('h thf'ir
leaders belong-ed has left its m-Irk on politi";d hi"fnrv, and ",ill
prohably continue to innuenc(' it more or II'"'' until 'thl' ('011('('

tivi"t r('<lrti"l1 against the Manchest('r Schnnl is consummated
or exhausted.
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